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An object of my invention is to provide a game 
in which the element of suspense is maintained 
throughout the playing of the game. In fact, 
the player ?rst ?nishing the game may not be 
the winner. Only after the values of the respec 
tive stock certi?cates have been tabulated and 
totaled on a score card, will the winner of the 
game be determined. 
The value of the stockcerti?cates is subject to 

?uctuation during the playing of the game and 
this increases the interest of the player. In addi 
tion, the game has historical and geographical 
points of interest which will be of educational 
value to the players. 
Another novel feature of the game is the ability 

of any player to move his playing piece or counter 
if his number appears on one of the dice even 
though another player threw the dice. Since a 
player can only advance his counter if his num 
ber appears on one ‘of the dice regardless of who 
makes the play, it is possible for him to make a 
throw of the dice When his turn comes and not 
be able to move his own counter if the numbers 
appearing on the dice are not his ‘number. The 
game can be played in a relatively short time so as 
not to become tedious to the players. 
Other objects and advantages will appear in 

the following speci?cation, and the novel fea 
tures of the device will be particularly pointed 
out in the appended claims. 
My invention is illustrated in the accompanying 

drawings forming a part of this application, in 
which: 
Figure 1 is a plan view of the game on a greatly 

reduced scale: 
Figure 2 is an enlarged view of the globe por 

tion of the game and illustrates the courses to be 
taken by the various counters; 

Figure 3 is a perspective view of several of the 
stock certi?cates used in the playing of the game; 

Figure 4 is a perspective view of several of 
the playing counters; 

Figure 5 is a perspective view of the playing 
dice; 
Figure 6 is a plan view of the score card; and 
Figure '7 is a plan view of the six stock cer 

ti?cates used. 
While I have shown only the preferred form 

of my invention, it should be understood that 
various changes or modi?cations may be made 
within the scope of the appended claims with 
out departing from the spirit and scope of the 
invention. 
In carrying out my invention, I provide a game 

with a playing surface indicated generally at A 
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in Figure 1. The game playing-surface is square 
iandimay be madep‘fany desired material, such as 
‘paper, cloth or -=canvas, and of any size. The 
‘game itself :is preferably thirty inches times 
thirty inches in area :and :is known as the playing 
board. It is intended for 'use on ‘a standard size 
card table. _ 

iii-the playing area isof the size above noted, the 
outer portion of the game will consist of a six 
inch- wide circular band indicated generally at 
B whose outer circumference i0 is substantially 
tangent vto the four sides vH ‘of ‘the playing board 
.A. The band is divided into a plurality of equal 
‘arcuate-segments. In the present :game I have 
illustrated: six such-segments ‘and these are num~ 
bered; from I to- ‘6, inclusive. The six numbers 
follow each other consecutively around the cir 
cular band .B and the arcuate segments they 
designate are separately colored. The arcuate 
segment *‘l' is vcolored red, segment 2 is colored 
black, ‘segment --3 is colored yellow, segment A is 
colored purple, segment ‘5 is colored blue, and 
segment ‘6. is colored green. I ‘do not wish to be 
con-?ned tov these particular colors because other 
colors could 2be used. 
Each ‘of the six arcuate segments is subdivided 

into four sections reading in -a counter-clockwise 
direction, Escrow, Bank, Foreign exchange and 
Receivership. These four ‘sections in the arcuate 
segment -I are referred to as la, lb, l c, and id, 
respectively, when, reading in a [counter-clock 
wise ‘direction. In like manner the four sections 
in the arcuate ‘segments 2 to 6, inclusive, are 
designated with the number of the segment fol 
lowed ;by the letter designating the particular 
section. The six arcuate segments of the circu 
lar vband constitute the home bases for the ‘six 
playing counters and at the center ‘of ‘each seg 
ment and tangent to the inner periphery l2 of 
the band B,,I provide small circles [3 ‘divided into 
two halves. In one half of each circle I print the 
word “Start” and in the other half I print the 
word “Finish.” The counters ‘of the players 
start from the half marked “Sta-rt” of these cir 
cles at the. beginning of the game and ?nish at 
the half marked “Finish” at the end of the game. 
The ?rstv player to negotiatethe course, which will 
bedescribed inldetail, and arrive back at his circle 
13 with his counter, completes the playing of 

' the game, but is not necessarily the winner. The. 
arrow 0. indicates the direction ‘of travel of the 
counters along the circuitous trail I4. 
Within the inner periphery ‘I2 is a central cir 

cular ‘area C of the playing board that has an out 
line map-cf the World. North and; South America, 
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Europe and Asia are shown. Also certain points 
of geographical and historical interest are indi 
cated and these are Pearl Harbor, ‘Sydney, the 
Panama Canal Zone, Rome, London, Berlin, 
Washington, D. 0., Nome, Manila, and Tokyo. 
These points of interest on the map are joined 
together in the order named by a circuitous 
trail M of circles that are tangent to each other. 
The trail starts from near the center circle I5 
of the central area C and traverses the map area 
afrom Australia to Africa and then from Europe to 
Japan before returning to the center circle. The 
small circles forming the trail I4. are consecu 
tively numbered from I to '6 and then the num 
bers repeat throughout the length of the trail 
with the exception of the circles that indicate the 
ten points of geographic and historical interest 
from Pearl Harbor to Tokyo, above mentioned. 
The numbered. circles of the trail have the same 
color as the corresponding numbered arcuate seg 
ments I to t, inclusive, of the outer circular band. 
The circles of the trail numbered I are colored 
red and so on up to the circles numbered I5 which 
are colored green. These colored and numbered 
circles of the circuitous trail I4 have a de?nite ~ 
bearing on the playing of the game which will 
be described shortly. The uncolored and unnum 
bered circles of the trail associated with the ten 
points of interest on the map are safety zones 
and the counters of the players landing on any 
one of these zones at the termination of a play are 
safe from any attack by the counters of the 
opposing players. There are one hundred and 
forty-four circles forming the circuitous trail 
I4 counting the center circle I5 twice, although 
I do not wish to be con?ned to any particular 
number. ' 

Between each “Start”-“Finish” circle I3 and 
the center circle I5, I provide a straight invulner 
ability trail N5 of seventeen squares. These trails 
are colored the same as the color of the arcuate 
segment I through 6, inclusive, from which they 
extend. Again, I do not wish to be con?ned to 
any particular number of squares contained in 
these straight and radially extending trails I6. 
Each of these straight trails is for the private 
travel of the piece or counter having the same 
color. I therefore call these straight trails, trails 
of invulnerability and a player’s counter while 
resting on any square in this trail is declared 
to be invulnerable and cannot be molested by the 
counters of opposing players. The purpose of 
these six radially extending trails I6 is to permit 
the player to accumulate stock certi?cates in the 
Bank in a manner hereinafter described and 
protects the player against possible immediate 
bankruptcy when subjected to penalties which 
the player may encounter when proceeding along 
the circuitous trail I4 with his counter. The 
center circle I5 has its area divided into six 
equal parts and each part is associated. with and 
positioned adjacent to the inner end of each 
straight trail I6 and is given a like color. The 
counters of the players move directly from the 
innermost square on their straight trail It to the 
center circle 25 and thence to the ?rst small 
circle marked I and colored red on the circuitous 
trail It. The center circle I 5 is used twice by each 
player during the playing of the game, once in 
the manner just mentioned and second when the 
counter leaves the end of the trail Ill and returns 
to the trail IS. 
A plurality of stock certi?cates shown in 

Figures 3 and '7 are provided for the players. 
Each player receives ?fty stock certi?cates at the 
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4 
start of the game of the same color as the color 
of the arcuate segment from which he plays. 
I have shown one stock certi?cate of each of the 
six groups and these are numbered from 2| to 
26, inclusive. The stock certi?cate 2i is colored 
tied, and certi?cate 22 is colored black, certi?cate 
23 is colored yellow, and the certi?cates 24, 25 
and 26 are colored purple, blue and green, re 
spectively. A pair of dice indicated at 21 in 
Figure 5 are used in the playing of the game. 

It will be noted from Figure 1 that the sections 
Id, 201, 3d, 4d, 5d and 6d, entitled Receivership, 
are marked with ?ve pairs of angle lines disposed 
adjacent v‘to the sides of the sections and these 
angle lines are numbered consecutively from I 
to 6 with the exception that the number of the 
arcuate segment in which the section (1 forms a 
part, is omitted. For example, section Id has no 
pair of angle lines marked I; section 2d has no 
pair of angle lines marked 2; and so on up to 
section 6d which has no pair of angle lines marked 
6. The purpose of these lines will appear in the 
rules of the game and in the description of the 
play. 
There are six playing counters or pieces, one for 

each player, and these may be of any shape de 
sired. In Figure 4 I show them conical in shape 
with a cylindrical base and a spherical head. The 
counters D are preferably colored the same as 
the segments so that the player occupying arcuate 
segment I would have a counter colored red, and 
so on up to the player occupying arcuate seg 
ment 6 would have a counter colored green. 
It is possible to stamp the numbers 1 to 6 on the 

“ counters in addition to the coloring if desired. 
The cylindrical base has a diameter preferably 
slightly smaller than that of the small colored 
circles forming the circuitous trail I4 so that 
when a counter comes to rest on any colored cir 
cle at the end of its move, the color of the circle 
can still be seen. The spherical top could have 
a miniature map of the world stamped thereon 
to carry out the illusion of world traveling and 
dealing in stock certi?cates that are negotiable 
in all parts of the world. 
A score card is indicated at 28 in Figure 6, 

and its use will appear when the playing of the 
game is explained. It is best to set forth the 
rules of the game at this time and these rules 
will also explain how the game deals with the 
rami?cations of usual monetary transactions and 
may be played by one up to six persons. Its 
associations are geographical and historical; in 
terest is developed through the pursuit of specu 
lation, highlighted by educational and entertain 
ment value. 
The unusual feature of the game is the element 

of suspense. The identity of the winning player 
is not known immediately at the close of the 
game; only after the values of the respective stock 
certi?cates owned by each player at the end of 
the game have been tabulated and totaled on a 
score card can the true winner be determined. 
During the process of play the initial value of 
each stock certi?cate is subject to ?uctuation, 
hence the wealthiest player. in total number of 
points, is the winner. 

If the game is played by only one player, greater 
interest is developed if he will select from three 
to ?ve additional counters and plays against 
them, clockwise, as though such counters were 
employed by opponents. Should two players par 
ticipate, it is recommended that each select from 
one to three additional counters; playing them, 
individually, and in turn, to win over those of 
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the other player. ‘If three players participate, 
it is recommended that each select and play two 
counters. Four players can ?ll the playing board 
in like manner. 
The game is played progressively. Each player 

selects a number from 1 to 6 and a stack of ?fty 
stock certi?cates corresponding in color with the 
segment displaying the selected number and 
places these within the section a marked Escrow 
and places his counter (also corresponding in 
color) within the half of the circle l3 marked 
“Start.” The players have one throw of the 
dice and take turns in a clockwise direction, 
beginning with the lowest selected number. 

The object of the game 

The object of the game is to liquidate the stock 
certi?cates in Escrow by transferring as many 
stock certi?cates as possible from Escrow a to 
Bank b; to accumulate as many of opponent's 
stock certi?cates as possible in the player’s Bank, 
Foreign Exchange 0 and Receivership (Z, and to 
determine the wealth of all the players based 
upon the following values of stock certi?cates 
remaining in: 

1. Escrow-par, or one point, each; 
2. Bank-double par, or two points, each; 
3. Foreign exchange-triple par, or three 

points; each; and 
4. Receivership-quadruple par, or 

each. 

four points 

Escrow 

The quarterly section a of each of the six arcu 
ate segments l to 6, inclusive, within which the 
player deposits ?fty stock certi?cates at the start 
of the game, and from which stock certi?cates 
are transferred into the player’s Bank or oppo~ 
nent’s Receivership after each legal move. 

Bank 
The quarterly section be of each of the six arcu 

ate segments I to 6, inclusive, wherein the play 
er’s stock certi?cates are placed after transfer 
from player’s Escrow following a legal move. On 
ly when in the Bank may the stock certi?cates be 
considered legal tender, provided the player is not 
bankrupt or insolvent. 

Foreign exchange 

The quarterly section 0 of each of the six arcu 
ate segments I to 5, inclusive, wherein opponent’s 
stock certi?cates are placed after transfer from 
opponent’s Bank due to payments imposed by 
player for rentals or satisfactions for the oppo~ 
nent’s counters coming to rest on the small circles 
in the circuitous trail l4 that have the same color 
and number as the player’s arcuate segment. 

Recet'uership 
The quarterly section d of each of the six arou 

ate segments l to e, inclusive, wherein opponent’s 
stock certi?cates are placed after transfer from 
opponent’s Escrow in lieu of payments which op~ 
ponent is unable to make from a depleted Bank. 
The sections a have pairs of numbered angles and 
the opponent’s stock certi?cates are placed at the 
proper numbered angles corresponding to oppo~ 
nent’s number. 

Trail of invalnerability 

When the player proceeds with his counter D, 
by reason of legal moves, from “Start” to the cen 
ter circle l5, along the trail It of seventeen squares 
displaying the player’s selected color, the player 
is declared to be invulnerable. This enables the 
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player to accumulate stock certi?cates in his Bank 
section b and protects the player against any pos 
sible and immediate bankruptcy when subjected 
to penalties which the player may encounter 
when proceeding along the circuitous trail Hi. 
When the player‘ advances his counter D, by 

reason of legal moves, following his return from 
the trail l4 and the center circle It‘: to the “Fin 
ish” half of the circle‘ l3, along the straight trail 
is of seventeen squares having the player’s se 
lected color, the player is again declared to be in 
vulnerable. This procedure enables the opponent 
to enjoy a brief respite from the player’s imposi 
tions ‘and returns the player to a legal move and 
playing status as at the “Start” of the game. 

Circaitous trail 
The" circuitous trail I4 is formed by the joining 

of the one hundred and forty~four colored circles, 
including the one designated as the center circle 
I5 (twice counted), and the circles labelled Pearl 
Harbor, Sydney, Canal Zone, Rome, London, Ber 
lin, Washington, Nome, Manila, and Tokyo. 
Each player may exercise jurisdiction over twen 
ty-two of these circles which display the player’s 
selected color and number. Advancement of the 
player’s counter is determined by his legal moves 
and the accompanying transfer of stock certi? 
cates is governed by the rules pertaining to specu 
lation, rental, dividend, satisfaction, equity, im 
munity, Berlin, Tokyo, bankruptcy, insolvency 
and solvency, as applied to both player and op 
ponent. 

Legal moves 

There are three kinds of legal moves possible 
when a player throws the dice: 

1. When one of the thrown dice shows upon its 
uppermost face the player’s number, the player 
shall transfer one share of his stock certi?cates 
from the player’s Escrow to the player’s Bank and 
the player may advance his counter or marker 
along the combined trails I4 and I6, beginning 
with the straight trail 16 of invulnerability, for 
the number of squares or circles, equal to the sum 
of the numbers appearing on both dice. 

2. At the throw of the dice where the uppermost 
faces of both dice show numbers which total 
“seven” or “eleven,” the player making the throw 
may transfer two of his stock certi?cates from 
player’s Escrow to Bank and player may move his 
counter or marker for the number of squares or 
circles equal to the sum of the numbers on both 
dice. 

3. At the throw of a “double” or where the up 
permost faces of both dice show, individually, the 
player’s number who is making the throw, three 
of the player’s stock certi?cates may be trans 
ferred from player’s Escrow to player’s Bank and 
player may advance his counter for the number 
of squares or circles equal to the sum of the num 
bers showing on both dice. 

4. When the player who throws the dice fails 
to turn up his number on either of the dice, he 
cannot make a move of his counter for that par 
ticular throw. 

Opponent participation 
Whether or not a legal move is executed by 

a player who throws the dice, the selected number 
of an opponent may appear on one or both of the 
dice. In any event, the opponent whose number 
appears may transfer one stock certi?cate from 
his Escrow to his Bank and advance his counter. 
for the number of squares or circles equivalent, 
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only, to opponent’s selected number. In the event 
that a “double” of opponent's number appears, 
opponent may move his counter for the number 
of squares or circles equal to the sum of both num 
bers on the dice, but may not transfer more than 
one stock certi?cate from his Escrow to his Bank. 
If two different numbers are turned up and rep 
resent the numbers of two opponents, both 0p 
ponents may move their counters in the manner 
just explained. 
Important! All transfers of stock certi?cates 

resulting from legal moves must be'executed be 
fore the counter is advanced and before all other 
contingent procedures are employed. An op 
ponent participation is exercised or carried out 
only following the completion of the play by the 
player throwing the dice and then, in the order 
of the lower to the higher number. All orders of 
play are predicated on this arbitrary procedure. 
All moves are subject to government by the rules 
of Berlin and Tokyo, hereinafter explained. 

Speculation 

This is an alternative legal move to which 
every player is entitled while at the playing board 
and at player’s and opponent’s discretion. 
When, by reason of a legal move, player con 

siders that a resulting move may be disadvantag 
eous, player may elect to speculate by up-cnding 
both dice equally and reading the numbers on 
the bottom faces. When executing a “specula 
tion” the player must ?rst transfer one stock 
certi?cate from his Bank to the Bank of each 
opponent whose selected number appears as a 
result of the uphending play. If the throw of 
the dice results in a “double,” the player may 
not “speculate.” If the “speculation” is executed 
by a player 01" opponent whose counter and play 
ing status is governed by the rules of Berlin or 
Tokyo, then the number of stock certi?cates in 
volved in the transfer must be increased to two 
or three, respectively, as the case may be. 

If the player elects to “speculate” after a 
throw of the dice which does not result in a legal 
move, then the player must transfer two of his 
stock certi?cates from his Bank to the Bank of 
each opponent whose selected number appears 
as result of the upending of the, dice. If the 
resulting “speculation” is executed by a player 
or opponent whose counter and playing status 
is governed by the rules of Berlin and Tokyo, 
then the number of stock certi?cates involved in 
the transfer .must be increased to four or six, 
respectively, as the case may be. . 

If the player does not elect to “speculate” 
lowing a throw of the dice which does not result 
in a legal move, an opponent whose number ap 
pears on both dice (double) may elect to “specu 
late,” but must transfer two stock certi?cates 
from his Bank to the player’s Bank who made the 
throw. If the resulting “speculation” is executed 
by a player or opponent whose counter and play 
ing status is governed by the rules of Berlin or 
Tokyo, then the number of stock certi?cates in 
volved in the transfer must be increased to four or 
six, respectively, as the case may be. 

If the player does not elect to “speculate” fol 
lowing a throw of the dice which does not result 
in a legal move, opponents whose selected num 
bers appear as a result of the play may elect to 
“speculate” and may do so after each opponent 
has transferred one stock certi?cate from his 
Bank to the player’s Bank who made the throw, 
provided both opponents are in accord with the 
procedure. If the resulting “speculation” is exe 
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8 
outed by the player or opponent whose counter 
and playing status is governed by the rules of 
Berlin or Tokyo, then the number of stock cer 

for each involved in the transfer must 
be increased by two or three, respectively, as the 
case may be. ~ 

Rental 

When by reason of a legal move, a player’s 
counter occupies the small circle allotted to an 
opponent on the circuitous trail l4 and marked 
with the opponent’s number, opponent may de 
mand from the player of one stock certi?cate; 
such transfer to be made from player’s Bank to 
opponent’s Foreign Exchange. 

Dividend 
When, by reason of a legal move, a player’s 

counter occupies the small circle allotted to him 
self cn the circuitous trail 14, the player may 
transfer two stock certi?cates from his Escrow 
to his Bank. 

Satisfaction 
When, by reason of a legal move, a player’s 

counter passes opponent’s counter on the cir 
cuitous trail It, opponent may demand payment 
of one stock certi?cate; such transfer to be made 
from player’s Bank to opponent’s Foreign Ex 
change. 

Equity 

When, by reason of a legal move, a player’s 
counter occupies the same small circle with oppo 
nent’s counter on the circuitous trail M, no pen 
alty is extracted from the player, but the player 
may be obliged to execute a “rental” or pro?t 
from a “dividend.” 

Immunity 
When, by reason of a 

counter occupies one of the areas identi?ed as 
the center circle 95, Pearl Harbor, Sydney, Canal 
Zone, Rome, London, Berlin, Washington, Nome, 
Manila or Tokyo, along with the circuitous trail 
84, the player is not governed by the rules of 
“rental,” “dividend,” “satisfaction,” or “equity,” 
but is declared to be “immune.” 

legal move, a player’s 

Berlin 

When, by reason of a legal move, a player’s 
marker occupies the small circle on the circuitous 
trail iii identi?ed as Berlin, each opponent not 
governed by the rules of Berlin or Tokyo, must 
transfer two stock certi?cates from his Bank to 
the player’s Bank. The opponents who are gov 
erned by the rules of Berlin or Tokyo must trans 
fer four or six stock certi?cates, respectively, 
from their Bank to the player’s Bank. In the 
event that player’s counter passes Berlin without 
occupying the circle marked Berlin, no transfer 
of stock certi?cates need be executed, but there 
after, until player’s counter occupies or passes 
Tokyo, the number of stock certi?cates normally 
transferred under the rules of “rental,” “specu 
lation,” “dividend,” “satisfaction,” “equity,” 
“bankruptcy,” “insolvency” and “solvency” is 
doubled. 

Tokyo 

When, by reason of a legal move, a player’s 
counter occupies the small circle on the circuitous 
trail lli identi?ed as Tokyo, each opponent not 
governed by the rules of Berlin or Tokyo, must 
transfer three stock certi?cates from his Bank 
to player’s Bank. The opponents governed by the 
rules of Berlin or Tokyo must transfer six or 
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nine stock certi?cates, respectively, from their 
Bank to the player’s Bank. In the event‘ that 
players counter passes Tokyo without occupying. 
the circle associatedi with the name, no’ transfer 
of stock certi?cates need be executed, but, there 
after, until player’s counter occupies or passes‘ 
the center circle 55, the number of stock certi?» 
cates normally transferred under the rules of 
“rental,” “speculation,” “ ividend,” “satisfac 
tion,” “equity,” “bankruptcy,” “insolvency” and 
“solvency” is tripled. 

Bankruptcy 
When, at any time during the process of play‘ a 

player has depleted his: stock certi?cates in his» 
Bank and; is, therefore, unable to meet the obli 
gations imposed on him by “speculation,” 
“rental,” “satisfaction,” “equity,” “Berlin,” 
“Tokyo,” “insolvency” and “solvency,” theplay-er 
must satisfy all of these obligations by transfer 
ring the required‘ number of stock certi?cates 
from. Escrow to his opponent’s Receivershipl 
When, by reason of a legal move, the player would 
normally be entitled- to transfer his stock cer 
ti?cates from Escrow to Bank, the player must, ; -' 
instead, transfer his stock certi?cates from 
opiponent’s Receivership to opponent’s Foreign 
Exchange, beginning ‘clockwise, and in ‘an 
equitable manner, until all of the 'player’s stock 
certi?cates in opp'onent’s' Receivership have been 
redeemed... Until the Receivership of each oppo 
nent has been liquidated, the player must not 
return to normal procedure and shall be declared 
tobe‘ a Bankrupt. The opponent receiving stock 
certi?cates from a player shall place them in 
the section “12” so-that‘ their upper edges line up 
with the. corresponding linesv bearing numbers 
which are the same as the number of the player. 

Insolvency 
When, during. the period in which player is; 

Bankrupt, the. player has depleted his Escrow,.he; 
must exchange with each opponent, if neither is; 
governed by rules of Berlin or Tokyo, twoForeign 
Exchange stock certi?cates for one stock certifi 
cate in oplponent’s Foreign Exchange‘. The stock 
certi?cates involved‘. in! this exchange must pro 
ceed around the playing board, clockwise, and 
shall be transferred to the Escrow of the player 
and opponent, respectively. Until the player 
returns to normal playing status, he: shall be 
declared to be insolvent. The process of 
exchanges» shall‘ occur each- time the player be 
comes insolvent. 

Solvency 
When, at any time during the process of play, 

the :player has been able to transfer all of his 
stock certi?cates from Escrow to Bank, and‘ is 
not bankrupt, he is declared. to be solvent and 
each opponent, not governed ‘by the rules of 
Berlin or Tokyo, must transfer one stock certi? 
cate from his Bank to player’s Escrow. A 
player may become solvent as many times during 
the play as circumstances, predicated upon legal 
moves and “speculations,” may permit. 

Completion of game 

The player whose counter is ?rst to return to 
the starting point and arrives at, or beyond, the 
half of the starting circle 13 marked “Finish,” 
terminates the game. The game is ended, but not 
necessarily won by this player. 

Winner of game 

All stock certi?cates are now counted by each 
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player; the value of each being classi?ed with 
respect to‘: the‘. section “a,.’"“b,.” “c” or “d” of the 
areuat'e segment‘ in which they have been accu~ 
mulated. The total: for eachclassi?cation is tabu 
lated on aregulation score- card, such as shown in 
Figure 6, or‘ one similarly improvised, and the 
sum of each becomes the'?nal score on the basis of 
the following values: 

Stock certi?cates remaining in Escrcw--par;. 
or I' point each; 
Bank~double par, or 2zpoiints' each; 
Foreign exchange-tripl'e par, or 3‘ pointsLea'ch'; 
Receivership-quadr-uple par, or 4 points each. 
The “wealthiest” player wins the game. 
The stock certi?cates 2! to 25;. inclusive, and‘ 

shown. in Figures 3 and 7, are all identical except 
for'their colorandthe' notation appearing directly 
under the Wording “Stock Certificate.” Player 
one has ?fty red stock- certi?cates and the nota 
tion indicated at 29 on. certi?cates. reads, “For 
Player No. 1;” Inli-ke' manner, player two has 
?fty black certificates and these carry the nota 
tion, “For Player No‘. 2;.” The ?fty yellow oer" 
ti?cates carry the notation, “For Player No. 3”’; 
the ?fty purple certi?cates have printed thereon, 
“For Player No». 4”; the ?fty blue certi?cates 
have the notation, “For Player No. 5,” and‘ the‘ 
?fty green certi?cates carry the wording, “For 
PlayerNo. 6.” 

All of the stock certi?cates for each player has 

this additional‘ information and indicated at printed thereon: 

Good for 
1. Point when in- Escrow 
2 Points whenin Bank 
3 Points when in Foreign. Exchange 
4 Points when in Receivership 
The score card: 28' used‘ for totaling the‘ scores; 

and determining the winner at the end of each 
game is shown in detail in Figure The card: has 
six vertical columns 31, one for each player, and 
opposite the word- “Name” at; the head‘ of each: 
column can be written the player’s name; The 
next line 32 in. each of the six. columns refers to: 
the number of each player and the particular 
color associated‘ with the number. Under the‘ 
second‘ row or line in each column appears four‘ 
lines reading in descending; consecutive» order as‘ 
follows: 
Par 
2 Par 
31 Par 
4 Par 
Two smaller width vertical columns 333 for‘ 

receiving scoring ?gures: are arranged to! the 
right of these last four. “Par” lines- and a space 3231 
entitled “Total” is arranged at the bottom of the’ 
smaller width columns‘ 3'3v for the purpose of re 
ceiving the-total scoreslof the players at the end 
of the game; 

As already stated; the‘ game is ?nished by‘ player who negotiates‘the. entire ccurseirr accord 

ance with the rules, andlreturn'si his counter D to 
the “Finish” half of his small circle it. He does 
not have to throw a number that will land his 
counter on the circle l3 for ?nishing the game. 
The number may be more than that needed to 
cause his counter to reach the “Finish” half of his 
circle l3. The extra numbers are merely treated 
as excess and are not used. After the game is 
?nished, the winner is determined. 
The score card 28 is used to determine the win 

ner. Each player counts the number of stock cer 
ti?cates still remaining in the Escrow section “a” 
and according to the notation on each stock cer 



ti?cate, the player receives one'point for each 
of these certi?cates and the totals are entered 
by the score keeper opposite the word “Par” and 
in the proper column. Each player next counts 
the number of stock certificates in his Bank sec 
tion “b,” and a number equal to twice the num 
ber of certi?cates is entered in the proper col 
umns and opposite the notation “2 Par.” Next 
the stock certi?cates in the “Foreign Exchange” 
section “0” are counted by each player and the 
total multiplied by three and entered opposite 
the notation “3 Par.” It should be noted that the 
stock certi?cates state that three points will be 
given for each certi?cate when it is in the Foreign 
Exchange section. 

Finally the stock certi?cate in the “Receiver 
ship” sections “d” are counted by each player and 
the total number after being multiplied by four 
is entered opposite the notation “4 Par” and in the 
proper column representing the player. 
items are now totaled and the winner of the game 
is the one receiving the highest number. He is 
considered to be the wealthiest player at the end 
of the game. 

I claim: 
1. A board for playing a game in which 

dummy transferable certi?cates are used in con 
junction with movable counters, comprising a 
playing surface having an outer circuitous course 
divided into a number of major segments allo 
cated to different players, each of which is di 
vided into a number of sections representing pre 
determined playing operations, playing course 
lines for the several players’ counters extending 
inwardly from each section to a common point, 
and another circuitous playing course line for 
said counters, starting and ending at said com 
mon point, divided into a succession of counter 
moving steps equivalent in number to said major 
segments. 

2. A board for playing a game of predetermined 
signi?cance in which sets of dummy certi?cates 
of different colors are employed in conjunction 
with sets of movable, differently colored counters 
for different players, said board comprising a 
playing surface having an outer course divided in 
to major segments of different colors allocated 
to di?erent players, each of which is divided into 
a number of sections representing different pre 
determined playing operations, radial course lines 
for said segments leading to a common central 
point, a circuitous playing course line for the 
counters starting and ending at the central point 
and divided into a plurality of spaces arranged in 
repeating groups according to the number of 
segments, the succeeding spaces of each group 
being also colored the same as said segments. 

3. A board for playing a game of predetermined 
signi?cance employing sets of dummy transferable 
certi?cates and for the use of different players 
and a counter for each player comprising a play 
ing surface having an outer circuitous band di 
vided into major segments allocated to a plurality 
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of players, each segment being divided into a 
number of sections representing different prede 
termined playing operations and containing a 
geographical map within the band, a circuitous 
playing course to be traversed by the counters 
starting adjacent the center of the playing sur 
face and passing across prominent geographical 
points, said course being composed of successive 
groups of consecutively numbered spaces corre 
sponding to the number of the segments and in 
terspaced spaces bearing nomenclature indicative 
of the prominent geographical localities traversed, 
said playing surface having thereon other begin~ 
ning and ending playing courses for the counters 
leading from each players’ segment to the point 
of commencement of the circuitous course. 

4. A board for playing a game in which sets of 
dummy stock certi?cates and counters for di?er 
ent players are employed, comprising a playing 
surface having an outer marginal band divided 
into major segments allocated to a plurality of 
players, each segment being divided into a num 
ber of sections entitled Escrow, Bank, Foreign 
Exchange and Receivership, each segment having 
a starting and ?nishing point at the band, lines 
of play leading therefrom to a common meeting 
point over which the counters of the respective 
players may be moved, and another circuitous 
graduated line of play for said counters starting 
from and ?nishing at said common point. 

5. A board for playing a game employing sets 
of dummy stock certi?cates and a counter for 
each player comprising a marginal band divided 
into major segments each segment being divided 
into separate sections entitled Escrow, Bank, For 
eign Exchange and Receivership, the several Re— 
ceiver sections in their successive order around 
the board having markings for indicating certi? 
cates which may be captured from each opposing 
player, said board having graduated playing 
courses for the counters of the respective players 
leading inwardly from the respective segments 
to a common point and provided with another 
graduated playing course for traverse of the sev 
eral counters beginning and terminating at said 
common point. 

ROBERT LASH ROBBINS, J 3. 
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